Day Use Site — picnic and day use area with fire rings and shelters. Pets are allowed in day use areas, but they must be on a 6’ leash and under your control at all times. Left in a day use area, pets are vulnerable to bears ~ dispose of pet waste as you would human waste.
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PETS—

PORTAGE HIKING TRAIL

saws are prohibited.

DU: Day Use or cut live trees. Bring a small hatchet or handsaw ~ chain BACKCOUNTRY TRAVEL

visitors (campers

S11 stove ~ build campfires in metal fire rings or existing rock rings ~ do not build new rock rings. Purchase firewood locally or gather only dead and downed wood the diameter of an adult’s wrist ~ do not peel bark, strip lower branches

WATER—

S12

Use vault toilets or onboard houseboats. Use of pit latrines is not allowed. Bring a dependable composting toilet ~ dispose of human waste in a convenient manner.

HUMAN WASTE—

Carry out what you carry in ~ parking lots

FUEL—

S4

Resorts, businesses and Kettle Falls Hotel sell gas.

COMMUNICATIONS—

Channel 16 is monitored

NAVIGATION—

Main channels and waters of the park are used by small and large craft. These large bodies of water are used by small and large craft.

ON THE WATER

DO NOT NAVIGATE WITH THIS MAP

DO NOT

GARBAGE LOCKERS OR HANG IT FROM TREES.

GATHERING

This map is not to be used to navigate with. It is intended to be used for reference purposes only. Nautical charts published by the USCG should be used in place of this map.

BACKCOUNTRY TRAVEL

A backcountry trip at Voyager is a backcountry trip into the Kabetogama Provincial Park. It can be a combination of hiking and canoeing, watching one of nature’s wonders in a very different face of the Kabetogama Provincial Park.

Check out a scenic canoe route of about 10 miles on Interior Lakes. ‘Whalebacked’ (i.e. high and knobbed) islands give way to gently rolling, sand-spaced islands.

TENT OR DAY USE SITES. DAY USE IS ALLOWED AT TENT SITES AND HOUSEBOATS MAY NOT STAY OVERNIGHT IN DAY USE SITES. DAY USE IS ALLOWED AT TENT SITES UNTIL 2:00 PM. YOU CANT STAY ALLOWED AT HOUSEBOAT SITES. THREE PINS IN FRONT OF FISHING AND GARBAGE LOCKERS OR FROM THREE TREE BRANCHES.